Transportation Solutions
Emergency Notification
Ringdown System:
The Sonexis Ringdown line system is an on-premise or
cloud hosted solution that provides a secure, easy-toadminister, cost-effective emergency ringdown line
system that quickly connects first responders with minimal
effort. This unique solution has been designed to the
exact guidelines set forth by the FAA and Air Force
requirements for Airfield Operations. The system is easily
tied into fire company garage doors, on site and remote
police and rescue resources and all other required airport
entities. It supports multiple emergency incidents simultaneously on both SIP and PSTN telephony.

Emergency BlastDial Communication System:
With Sonexis Emergency BlastDial, when any individual from a specified Emergency Group dials a static
emergency number, the Sonexis System recognizes that number and immediately triggers a BlastDial call to
the other members of that Group. Sonexis Emergency Communications uses BlastDial to quickly connect first
responders in an audio conference. In the event of an emergency, it is critically important to get a group of
emergency responders together on a conference call as quickly as possible with minimal effort. When an
emergency occurs the first responder picks up a dedicated phone which instantly creates a conference and
triggers a blast dial‐out to other members of the response team. When each team member is called they can
be joined directly to the emergency conference in progress.

Sonexis Emergency Communication Solutions bring rapid ROI and Industry best TCO. By leveraging existing
investments in infrastructure and technology, Sonexis utilizes as much preexisting equipment as possible. The
system can integrate with your existing PBX or be 100% PBX agnostic. Likewise, if there is limited IT Support or
minimal on-net traffic, Sonexis also offers our solutions to be managed in our cloud offering as well.
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Incident & Crisis Management:
In the wake of threats made to
transportation infrastructures worldwide,
incident and crisis management systems
are becoming critical platforms to initiate
first responder actions as well as manage
the full life cycle of crisis. Response teams
are often designated before-hand, or
during the event and are placed in control
of the organization while the incident is
dealt with. An incident is an event that
could lead to loss of, or disruption to, an
organization’s operations, services or
functions. If not managed effectively an incident can escalate into an emergency, crisis or a disaster.

Sonexis Airport Emergency Plan System:
The Sonexis Emergency System has been designed to the
guidelines set forth by the FAA and Air Force requirements for
Airfield Operations. The system is easily tied into fire company
garage doors, on site and remote police and rescue resources
and all other required airport entities. It supports multiple
emergency incidents simultaneously on both SIP and PSTN
telephony.
Sonexis Emergency Conferencing uses Blast Dial to quickly
connect first responders in an audio conference. In the event of
an emergency, it is critically important to get a group of
emergency responders together on a conference call as quickly
as possible with minimal effort. When an emergency occurs the first responder picks up a dedicated phone which
instantly creates a conference and triggers a blast dial‐out to other members of the response team. When each
team member is called they can be joined directly to the emergency conference in progress.

Global operations with a presence in the following countries:
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